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The Journey:

After many apologies the numbers of participants from the two separate trips dwindled to
five vehicles. Our meeting point on Saturday morning was Gloucester from where we set off
into the wilds of the unknown for our destination of Youdales Hut deep in Oxley Wild Rivers
National Park.
We arrived in dribs and drabs at the meeting
point adjacent to the farmers market and
stocked up on last minute provisions prior to
departure. The weather, to our delight, was
perfect with a clear blue sky and the odd
cloud overhead although the temperature
was a bit on the chilly side.
Leaving Gloucester we headed up
Thunderbolts Way named after the notorious
bushranger who waylaid the gentry and unburdened them of their valuables.
We passed by Bretti picnic area, a lovely spot for morning tea if you have time, on the upper
reaches of the Manning River. Pushing on to Walcha we climbed up to the 1000m elevation
mark and with the accompanying drop in temperature.

At Walcha a few of us topped up our fuel, paid our camping permit fees, obtained our gate
keys and secured last minute provisions for the next couple of days until we would see
civilisation again.
Leaving Walcha we headed down the Oxley
Highway to Apsley Falls on the Apsley River for
our planned lunch stop and a view of the falls.
With the recent rainfall the falls had a
substantial volume of water cascading over the
lip to crash into the pool below. The viewing
platforms gave us a magnificent view of the
stunning spectacle of this large gorge which
has been hewn into the surrounding landscape
as if by gigantic axe stroke. It was evident from
the recent work National Parks has spent a substantial amount of time and money
refurbishing this area.
Moving on we headed for Werrikimbe National Park where on past trips we have camped at
Mooraback camping area. Prior to entering the park we secured a supply of firewood with
our trip leader wielding his trusty axe to break up a fallen tree into manageable pieces. We
stopped at the Mooraback camping area to air down our tyres prior to entering rougher
country and secured some kindling from a supply kindly left at the site by the park rangers.
Not far up the track was the turnoff to our campsite at Youdales Hut. Our trip leaders
daughter did the honours as our trusty gatekeeper at the locked gate and we stopped
briefly at the top of the steep and precarious decent to the valley which was 600m below.
We slowly inched our way down the steep inclines with two participants telling us that on
the trip the previous year it had been very slippery. We arrived at the creek crossing which
was only half a metre deep. Our trip leader told us this was comparison to when the group
left the campsite the previous year after a deluge the water had been up to the top of the
vehicles bonnet and the group a few dramas.
We passed by Youdales Hut leaving
exploration till later and arrived at the
adjacent campsite and set up camp. The
ground was reasonably level although hard
with tables, fireplaces and a long drop toilet.
One of the girls kindly decided to set up camp
a little further away from the rest of us
keeping in mind her small child. After a
number of unsuccessful attempts a fire was
coaxed into life with a butane gas torch.
Everyone cooked their own dinner with some utilising gas stoves and others the barbeque
plate over the embers of the fire. Following dinner the fire was stoked up and we enjoyed a
few refreshments and a yarn before adjourning to bed for the night.

The following morning I was up early finding
the day had dawned with heavy
condensation, a with a heavy mist and a nip
in the air. Strolling across to Youdales hut I
found it generally in excellent condition
however the verandas floorboards were a
little the worst for wear. Some restoration
work has been completed on the hut over
the years.
Courtesy of the NPWS website: 'a slab-sided
mustering hut in the Kunderang Gorges, in Oxley Wild Rivers National Park. The hut was
built in about 1941 by grazier Alan Youdale and Patrick (Paddy) Hogno, and was the
accommodation of the Youdale family while they worked the gorge country for pastoral
purposes. In its pastoral heyday, up to 1200 head of cattle were run on Alan Youdale's
property.'.
Some time later the rest of the group arose and it wasn't long before the delicious smell of
bacon and eggs wafted through the still morning air.
The plan for the day was to head towards the old and abandoned township of Kookaburra,
across Daisy Plain and have lunch at Mary's View which was on the far side of an adjacent
valley to which we were camped.
We left camp and as we
climbed the steep accent
from the valley floor we
broke through the cloud
covering, which carpeted the
valley floor like a soft layer of
snow, into brilliant sunshine
raising our spirits and boding
a good omen for the day
ahead.
On the way to Kookaburra we passed
through many different types of vegetation
including dense damp rainforest and dry
heath land. At Kookaburra we stopped for
morning tea and explored the old school
buildings which are now used by the scouts
as a camp. The school was originally built
for the children of the loggers who lived in
the area.
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mountainous terrain. We were amused at the dead snake hanging on the water tank which I
guess was left as a stark reminder to travellers like ourselves of the dangers on our vast
continent.
On the road again we
headed for Mary's View
which was our destination
for lunch and found two
other vehicles on site
however we managed to
squeeze into the tight
parking area. This location
is in the Carrai National
Park one of the many
differently named national parks that make up this vast wilderness area. The lookout affords
a grand vista overlooking the valley many hundreds of meters below in which the Manning
River meanders peacefully through the rugged mountain range. We enjoyed lunch before
embarking on the return journey back to camp.
On the way we stopped at some huts used by loggers in days gone by but are now available
for use on a first come basis. The accommodation was fairly basic but did appear to have
hot showers. There was evidence that new building work being carried out at the site.
On Daisy Plain we stopped to admire an old
steam engine that had seen better days
which was dwarfed by a number of pines
introduced to the area by the local graziers
after they had cleared the land.

Arriving back at the top of the steep decent to our
campsite one of our number set up a GO PRO video
camera to record the journey down the hill.

Back at camp we had happy hour prior to
dinner. The fire again took some coaxing to
ignite and finally there was enough heat to
gook dinner. One of our number used his
oven to cook a roast and later another
warmed some chocolate over the fire and
some marshmallows were dipped in it for an
enjoyable desert.

The following morning we packed up quickly with rain expected as we wanted to ascend the
hill before it arrived making the accent much more difficult. Luckily it had been a dry night
with no condensation which made packing a bit easier. On the way out the GO PRO was set
up agin in the creek bed getting some good footage of us crossing the creek. Luckily the
camera is waterproof as small waves from the vehicles engulfed it. As we crested the top of
the hill light rain started to fall so we had just timed it nicely.
On the way to Wauchope we took a slight
detour down to the Wilson River and had a
stroll along the boardwalk through the dense
rainforest in the area. After some morning
tea we headed for Wauchope arriving at
lunchtime but found nothing open.
Leaving Wauchope we said our goodbyes
and all thanked the trip leader for leading an
enjoyable trip with a great bunch of people.

